Grove Management: $50-100/ac ranging from just irrigation management to complete site and crop management, avg. rate is typically $300/mo.

Irrigation System Retrofits: Typically $1-2000 depending on site size and need of equipment, mostly sprinkler and valve upgrades to be more efficient

Fertigation System Installations: Typically $1-2000 depending on tank type and injection manifold, typically injector installed on mainline and tank placed nearby

Leaf, Soil, and Water Tests: $200/complete leaf/soil/salinity pkg.; $100 complete irr. water analysis. Diagnose problems, monitor fertilizer program, test well water

Irrigation and Fertilizer Programs: $75/hr to develop the proper schedules

Pest Control Advising: $75/hr for monitoring, recommendations, and treatments

Tree Pruning: $20-50/tree based on size of tree, and "extras" such as chipping, painting, system repairs

General Weed Abatement: $25/hr, low total hours needed with proper mgmt

General Consultations: $50/hour, typically last 1-2 hrs to get needed work done

Irrigation System Design or Repair Work: $50-100/hr, high quality and certified

Site Geographical Information Systems (GIS) Analysis: $50-100/hr, site mapping

Technology Installations: Wireless weather stations, soil sensors, flow meters, valve control, etc.

Leasing: Typically 5 year terms with various arrangements possible to be worked out with each client